This study reports the development of biological/synthetic scaffolds for bone tissue engineering via 3D bioplotting. These scaffolds were composed of poly(L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), type I collagen, and nano-hydroxyapatite (nHA) in an attempt to mimic the extracellular matrix of bone. The solvent used for processing the scaffolds was 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP). The produced scaffolds were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, microcomputed tomography, thermogravimetric analysis, and unconfined compression test. This study also sought to validate the use of finite-element optimization in COMSOL Multiphysics for scaffold design. Scaffold topology was simplified to three factors: nHA content, strand diameter, and strand spacing. These factors affect the ability of the scaffold to bear mechanical loads and how porous the structure can be. Twenty four scaffolds were constructed according to an I-optimal, split-plot designed experiment (DE) in order to generate experimental models of the factor-response relationships. Within the design region, the DE and COMSOL models agreed in their recommended optimal nHA (30%) and strand diameter (460 µm). However, the two methods disagreed by more than 20% in strand spacing (923 µm for DE; 601 µm for COMSOL). Seven scaffolds were 3D-bioplotted to validate the predictions of DE and COMSOL models (4.5 -9.9 MPa measured moduli). The predictions for these scaffolds showed relative agreement for scaffold porosity (mean absolute percentage error of 4% for DE and 13% for COMSOL), but were substantially poorer for scaffold modulus (52% for DE; 21% for COMSOL), partly due to some simplifying assumptions made by the models. Expanding the design region in future experiments (e.g., higher nHA content and strand diameter), developing an efficient solvent evaporation method, and exerting a greater control over layer overlap could allow developing PLGAnHA-collagen scaffolds to meet the mechanical requirements for bone tissue engineering.
engineering (TE) aims to enable the patient's body to regenerate the damaged tissue without the need for a donor or risk of spurring immunological action [4] [5] [6] .
In order to regenerate damaged tissues, TE makes use of porous scaffolds made of biomaterials to act as a cellular matrix and support structure [6] [7] [8] . In designing scaffolds, the general consensus is that they should behave as similarly to the tissues they are meant to replace as possible [9, 10] . In the case of bone tissue, it is hypothesized that scaffolds need to have a high modulus and adequate porosity based on the bone to be replaced (Table 1) , as mechanoregulatory effects are believed to be the key factor in bone tissue regrowth and cellular differentiation [8, 9, 11, 12] . If the scaffold environment (mechanical forces transferred to the cells and vascularization) is unlike physiological conditions, there is a risk that mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) will differentiate into chondrocytes or fibroblasts, which grow cartilage and fibrous tissues respectively [13, 14] . However, stiffness and porosity directly conflict as design factors, which makes the design process critical [15] . [22] There are two key aspects to scaffold design: material choice and topology, both of which can be adjusted to produce scaffolds with properties akin to native tissue [21] . The material choices affect how readily the scaffold will biodegrade, and whether the scaffold will be bioactive [22] .
While each class of biomaterial (polymers, metals, and ceramics) have their own individual disadvantages that can restrict their applications in TE, composites can mitigate these limitations and it has been suggested that they can exhibit tissue-mimicking properties [4] . This study made use of a polymer-ceramic-protein composite, which combined the ease of use and controlled biodegradation rate of poly(L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), the mechanical strength and bioactivity of nano-hydroxyapatite (nHA), and the cellular adhesiveness of collagen.
PLGA is a synthetic random copolymer of poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and polyglycolic acid (PGA), and has U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for some use in humans [4] . Its degradation rate has been shown to be customizable in the range of weeks to months based on the ratio of PLLA to PGA. However, PLGA has a low modulus even compared to its component polymers (PLGA 85:15 E = 2.0 GPa, PLLA E = 2.7 GPa, PGA E = 7.0 GPa [23] ) due to its amorphous structure. Therefore, on its own, PLGA is not reliable for trabecular bone regeneration [24] . On the other hand, nHA is a ceramic with a high modulus (E = 35-120 GPa for dense ceramics [25, 26] ) that has been suggested to encourage osteogenesis [4] . In composite materials, nHA improves mechanical properties of scaffolds at low concentrations (tensile: ≤ 0.5 wt% [27] , compressive: ≤ 20 wt% [28] ), but has adverse effects at higher concentrations [27, 28] partly due to nonuniform dispersion. Previous research has also shown that nHA helps cells and proteins attach to scaffold surfaces when integrated into composite scaffold materials [22] . To its detriment, nHA is difficult to process [24] , brittle, and degrades slowly (adjustable via ratio of Ca/P [26] ).
Finally, collagen is another primary component of mammalian tissue matrices, and has been shown to support osteogenesis [4] and cellular attachment [5, 27, 29] . In addition, crosslinking has been shown to give some control over mechanical properties and degradation of collagen [30] . The solvent 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP) is often used to process the scaffolds composed of collagen. HFP has previously been used in electrospinning studies that made use of PLGAnHA-collagen composites [10, 27] , and has been suggested to help electrospun collagen behave similarly to collagen in the natural bone matrix [31] .
The scaffold topology also plays a role in scaffold modulus and is the primary determinant of porosity. The traditional approach to scaffold topology design and optimization is iterative; the experimental performance of a scaffold informs researchers how they can modify the topology in order to improve the performance of the next scaffold produced [14, 32] . Even in cases where finite element (FE) modeling has been used for analysis, it has typically been post hoc in order to modify scaffolds that have already been fabricated and tested [33] , or to examine how accurately an FE model represents various designs [34] [35] [36] . However, there have been growing numbers of studies, such as by Rainer et al. [37] , which made use of computer-aided design (CAD) and finite element analysis (FEA) as a priori scaffold design tools. Through this approach it may be possible to reduce the number of physical scaffolds that must be constructed and tested in order to determine optimal topologies. The resultant 3D models would be simple to produce and test via additive manufacturing (AM), which grant fine control over the topology of generated scaffolds [7, 21, 36, 37] . One such device, the 3D bioplotter (3DBP), constructs scaffolds by layering extruded strands of material. By adjusting the diameter and distance between extruded strands, it is possible to design various topologies with porosity and modulus in mind.
CAD has shown promise in scaffold design, but in certain cases simulations tend to overpredict scaffold performance to varying degrees. Some studies have suggested that this is due to limitations in simulating micro-topologies (cracks, pores, material inconsistencies) [36] and the way material mechanical properties are applied to the model [38] . In order to validate CAD scaffold design, COMSOL Multiphysics software has been used in this study to optimize the topology of 3DBP scaffolds made of PLGA-nHA-collagen. HFP has been used as a solvent to uniformly disperse nHA (up to 30%) within the scaffold, while serving as a safer alternative for collagen than most organic solvents. The COMSOL design aimed to find the optimal set of strand diameter, strand spacing (pore size) and nHA% (3 factors) that maximized the compressive modulus of the scaffolds, subject to a constraint on scaffold porosity. The results of numerical optimization have been compared to an optimized statistical model generated via a designed experiment (DE). It was hypothesized that both the experimental (DE) and COMSOL (FE) models should suggest similar optimal topologies (±20% design factor value agreement). Both models were expected to yield an optimal topology within the design space while satisfying the recommended porosity for use in (trabecular) bone regeneration (porosity ≥ 50% [39] ). A compressive modulus ≥ 10 MPa [2] was targeted in this study, although there is no consensus on the optimal range of scaffold modulus for bone tissue engineering.
Despite offering a design-driven approach to scaffold fabrication, AM techniques often have limited spatial resolutions. Therefore, some level of uncertainty is associated with the produced scaffold architectures. Hence, this study also examines the sensitivity of FE simulations to the topological parameters of 3DBP scaffolds (e.g., strand overlap and pore size). Moreover, the sensitivity analysis looks into the role of solid matrix properties (such as compressive modulus and Poisson's ratio) on the predicted compressive modulus of porous scaffolds.
Materials & Methods

Materials
PLGA (Resomer LG 824 S) was purchased from Evonik Industries (Germany). DSM Biomedical (Exton, PA) graciously provided type 1 collagen powder (PN 20003-04) . nHA (nanopowder, < 200 nm particle size (BET), synthetic, product number 677418) and HFP (assay ≥99%, product number 105228) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC (USA).
Designed Experiment (DE)
As the goal of this study is to validate the prediction and optimization capabilities of a COMSOL model, a response generated by a DE is an ideal baseline to which simulation results can be compared. By constructing a response surface in the same design region, it is possible to generate a second-order fitted regression model for each response, approximating the relationship between the factors and the two responses [21, 40, 41] . Maximizing compressive modulus while constraining porosity, based on the fitted models, will estimate an optimal scaffold topology and predict the resultant compressive modulus and porosity. The topology and predictions can then be compared to those suggested by COMSOL in order to validate the simulation.
Experimental data is required to develop a second-order response surface that includes first-order, quadratic, and interaction effects. Experimental designs can be constructed in a variety of ways. Traditionally, central composite designs have been used to fit such response surface models, but I-optimal designs are a more flexible and efficient alternative. I-optimal designs are constructed to minimize the average (integrated) prediction variance across the region defined by the factor levels [42] ; thus, they perform well when the goal of the experiment is optimization or precise prediction.
Among the factors used for this scaffold design, ceramic composition cannot be changed easily between trial runs without wasting material or risking solvent evaporation. Split-plot designs can be used to account for such systems with factors that are difficult to change frequently [41, 43] by dividing the experimental runs at two levels: whole plots (WP), within which the difficult-tochange factor is held constant, and split plots (SP), the individual experimental runs within a whole plot, where the remaining factors are applied. Such a design has two levels of randomization: WP scale, where the WPs are arranged randomly, and SP scale, where the trial runs within a given WP are ordered randomly [41] . This split-plot structure can be seen in the design in Table 2 . Note that within each whole plot, the composition factor is held constant while the levels of the other two factors are allowed to vary. Validity of results is maintained by completely shutting down and recalibrating the bioplotter in between trials, effectively resetting WP and SP factor settings, as prescribed in [43] . 
Statistical Analysis
The DE in Table 2 was executed and compressive modulus and porosity values were obtained (see Table 5 ). For each response, the split-plot regression model (see [43] ) was fit using JMP software.
Note that the statistical model was fit using the measured values of diameter and spacing in Table   5 , instead of the target values specified in Table 2 . Note also that this estimation of the statistical model is complicated by the fact that the restricted randomization of the experiment requires that the model include two variance components, whole-plot and split-plot, instead of one as is standard in regression. Thus, restricted maximum likelihood (REML) is used to estimate the regression model instead of ordinary least squares [43] .
In the analysis of both compressive modulus and porosity, the WP variance component was estimated as slightly negative. This was likely because (a) the experiment is relatively small and (b) there was little WP-to-WP variation. The prediction equations used assumed the REMLbased estimates that included the negative variance estimates, because the negative estimate was so small. To check the robustness of the predictions to these negative variance estimates, the models were compared to the ordinary least squares fit, which ignores the split-plot structure, and similar results were obtained. Terms with relatively large ratios of estimate to standard error were deemed to be significant.
Scaffold Fabrication
Formula Preparation: A mixture of 2.1 g PLGA, a variable amount of nHA (0 g, 0.372 g, 0.9 g for 0%, 15%, and 30% respectively), and 3.6 mL of HFP was prepared. A second formula of 0.225 g type I collagen and 3 mL of HFP was also prepared. Both were sealed and allowed to homogenize for 23 hours before being combined. After an hour, the formula was transferred to a 10 mL bioplotter barrel. In these formulae, the target mass ratios of the biological components (1.65 nHA : 1 collagen and 4 nHA : 1 collagen) were chosen in an attempt to mimic the extracellular matrix of natural bone (nHA/collagen  7/3) [44] , while allowing a comparison between the rheological and mechanical properties of the formulations with low and high nHA content.
Formula Rheology: Analysis of formula viscoelasticity prior to bioplotting was performed using a TA Instruments HR-1 Hybrid Rheometer, equipped with a 40-mm parallel plate geometry, to facilitate reproducibility. Formula was applied to the geometry at the stage when it would be transferred to the bioplotter barrel, and was sealed at exposed edges with a thin layer of Dow
Corning high vacuum grease in order to mitigate possible solvent evaporation effects. A strain sweep was performed from 0.01% to 10% in order to determine the linear viscoelastic (LVE) region for the formula. Both the storage and loss modulus (G' and G" respectively) were found to behave linearly at 1% strain. Viscoelastic properties were then evaluated using a frequency sweep (0.1 -100 Hz) analysis at 1% strain and 20ºC. Each formulation was tested in triplicate to determine G', G", and complex viscosity (η*) as functions of frequency.
Solvent Detection & Drying Time:
In order to determine an efficient time frame for allowing the scaffolds to dry under solely ambient conditions, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA Instruments Q500-2063 device. The device was set to ramp the furnace temperature from room temperature to 800ºC at a rate of 10ºC/min. The change in mass of a sample taken from an air-dried scaffold versus temperature was examined at multiple time points after drying (7, 14, 21, 28 , and 42 days).
3D Bioplotter Setup & Scaffold Fabrication:
The 3D model used was a 20 mm × 20 mm × 3 mm box partitioned into 10 layers with a layer thickness of 300 m, and offset above the stage by 300 m. The chosen layer thickness was to create some overlap between layers to enable good adhesion and prevent delamination. The 3D bioplotter (EnvisionTEC, Germany) settings were held constant (T = 20ºC and plotting speed = 0.9 mm/s), except for the extrusion pressure, which was varied (0.8 bar -1.4 bar) to control strand diameter. As such, its value for any given scaffold was varied depending on the strand diameter prescribed by the DE, according to a calibrated relationship between pressure and strand diameter for each whole plot. In addition, the distance between extruded strands was directly varied according to the DE. In order to minimize risk of carry-over effects between scaffolds, the bioplotter and associated software were fully restarted and recalibrated prior to construction of any given scaffold. Prior to constructing a WP, two calibration scaffolds were prepared with different extrusion pressures to approximate a linear relationship between plotting pressure and resultant strand diameter. A Zeiss Axio Vert.A1 light microscope was used to determine the strand diameters. Thus, a relationship between extrusion pressure and strand diameter was determined for that particular WP. The plotting settings were then adjusted and construction of DE scaffolds began. Upon completion, scaffolds were placed in a fume hood for 28 days to air-dry at ambient temperature.
Scaffold Characterization
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Using a Denton Desk II Sputter Unit, scaffold samples were sputter coated with a 20 nm layer of gold. A Zeiss Supra 35VP SEM was then used to image the samples (EHT = 5 kV and 8 mm working distance) and measure strand diameter, strand thickness, and the edge-to-edge distance between strands (in-plane pore size). The porosity of the scaffold was estimated by following a geometric calculation modified from Landers et al. (2002) [45] , where, instead of assuming a perfectly cylindrical strand geometry, the equation assumed elliptical strands:
where D is the strand width, H is the strand height, L is the layer thickness defined as the vertical center-to-center distance of the two successive layers, and EtE is the edge-to-edge strand spacing (see Fig. 1a ). For porosity calculations, it was assumed that L was equal to the 3D model's layer thickness (300 µm). It should be noted that the actual layer thickness for the produced scaffolds slightly varied for the different runs. The L/H ratio reflects the overlap between the successive layers (no overlap if L/H = 1).
Microcomputed Tomography (CT)
Scaffold samples 5 mm in diameter were scanned using a Siemens Inveon Tri-Modal Scanner. The scan settings used were: 80 kVp, 500 mA, 0.01756 mm voxel size, 0.5 mm aluminum filter, and 1300 ms exposure time. Data analysis was performed using the Inveon research workplace bone morphology tool software. Threshold values used during analysis were -740 to 327 HU for 0%
nHA samples and -250 to 1985 HU for 30% nHA samples. The ROI was defined with the lasso tool in increments of five slices starting at the top-most slice. The area selected with the lasso tool encompassed the scaffold and any void space (pores) within. The software was then used to interpolate the boundary selections for all remaining slices. Afterwards, the ROI was split into two materials (scaffold and air) based on voxel HU values. An HA phantom was used to relate the HU values to density (in g-HA/cm 3 ).
Unconfined Compression Test
Three samples were taken from each scaffold (72 samples total) via circular biopsy punches with an internal diameter of 8 mm. These samples were first measured for diameter and height. For strain curve around 10% strain, approximating the compressive modulus, was estimated using linear regression.
COMSOL Model
Parameterization: Due to the iterative nature of the optimization process, it was necessary to construct a flexible model. The features of the model related to its geometry were parameterized so that the model would automatically update when the topology was changed. For instance, the following equation automatically maximized the number of strands generated within a layer based on the geometric factor values used in an iteration.
Geometry: The scaffold model (Fig. 1b) was generated as a series of parallel and perpendicular cylinders. Boolean operations were then used to crop the top and bottom layers of the model such that they formed flat surfaces that boundary conditions could be applied to. The outer edges of the model were cropped into a curve in order to mimic the circular DE scaffold samples. The FE meshes of the geometries included 180,000 tetrahedral elements. A custom material (Poisson's ratio  = 0.49, modulus E based on the scaffold composition) was then generated and applied to the entire domain of the model. The compressive modulus E was determined by unconfined compression tests performed on 3D-bioplotted non-porous samples of the three composite variations (E = 0.94 MPa, 4.79 MPa, and 11.9 MPa for 0%, 15%, and 30% nHA respectively). The COMSOL model simulated the unconfined compression of the scaffolds at 10% strain to replicate the actual mechanical testing procedure (linear zone). Table 3 shows the resultant porosities and compressive moduli.
For the examined values, there was no indication of a significant model sensitivity to Poisson's ratio. However, the model is sensitive to changes in L/H ratio. Since this parameter affects the geometry of the model, it is reasonable to expect an effect on porosity, but the compressive modulus is also affected. Thus, model accuracy may be affected by the chosen L/H. In light of this, the actual value from SEM should be used in the simulations as much as possible. Table 3 also shows the sensitivity of the model to EtE spacing (in-plane pore size) and solid-block modulus (E). A 50% increase in EtE (600 m to 900 m) increased the scaffold porosity by 17%. For a measured value of E (11.9 MPa for 30% nHA), a 50% increase in EtE spacing dropped the scaffold modulus by 22% while showing a minor effect on its net change (1.26 MPa). When the solidmatrix modulus (E) increased by a factor of 20 (237 MPa), a 50% increase in EtE spacing led to the same 22% drop in modulus. Although, the change in the net value of scaffold modulus was more significant (> 25 MPa). Optimization: A boundary integral objective for optimization was defined and examined at the top surface boundaries where the displacement took place. The objective expression examined compressive modulus as a ratio between third principal stress and the prescribed compressive strain. Third principal stress was used as the stress term, as it assumes the maximum possible compressive stress experienced at the boundary region. The Nelder-Mead optimization method was then used to maximize the objective function. Radius and EtE spacing were used as control variables. The radius was initially 190 µm, but was allowed to range between 150-230 µm. The spacing began at 800 m, and could range between 600-1000 m. Porosity was then constrained within 50-99% void space.
Table 3. Compressive modulus predictions and porosity estimation with respect to applied Poisson's ratio () and layer thickness-to-strand height ratio (L/H) (top rows), and with respect to applied strand spacing (EtE) and solid-block modulus (E) (bottom rows
Results
Rheological Characterization
Variations in the formula component ratios, especially in the case of the HFP, can induce variations in the plotting behavior. In addition to homogeneity, the viscoelastic properties affect how material is dispensed from the bioplotting needle. Rheological analysis was performed to determine the crossover frequencies between the storage and loss modulus (see Fig. 2 a-c) of the three formula variations. The inverse of this frequency value generated relaxation times of 0.117 s, 0.113 s, and 0.143 s for the 0%, 15%, and 30% formulae, respectively. Hence, it appeared that the effect of nHA on the rheological behavior of the formula was more pronounced at 30% nHA, which is also evident from the superimposed rheological data for each formula in Fig. 2d -f.
Scaffold Characterization
TGA analysis of a 30% nHA mixture sample (m = 16.7 mg) compared to its solid components on day 0 (Fig. 3a) indicated that, by 190ºC, 25.4% of the formula mass was lost. Based on the collagen curve, the protein can account for less than 1% of that mass (88.3% remaining, as shown in Table   4 ). PLGA and nHA were unaffected at that temperature (99.6% and 99.3% remaining, respectively). Therefore, the remaining mass loss can be attributed to HFP evaporation (67.2% remaining). Knowing this and the initial mass ratios of the solid components (9.33 PLGA : 4 nHA : 1 collagen), mass balance equations (Eqs. 3-6) were derived and solved to approximate the mass of HFP within a 30% nHA scaffold (Eqn. 7). Assuming that the non-solvent components of a scaffold do not change over the air-drying period (Fig. 3a-3b) , a dry-basis analysis (Table 4) 
In these equations, 20 and 190 are the TGA masses at 20ºC and 190ºC, respectively, ,0 is the total dry mass % (non-solvent components) on day 0 within a TGA sample, and , is the corresponding dry mass % at different drying times (7-42 days). . Above this temperature, the mass loss for PLGA and collagen is significant (Fig. 3a) . Hence, the use of TGA data for each dry component to approximate the overall mass loss leads to some discrepancy. In addition, the mechanism of mass loss could be different for the original wet formula and that of dried/dense scaffolds. The estimated mass % of HFP across 42 days has been plotted in Fig. 3d . The inset image schematically shows the relationship between the TGA mass % and the dry-basis mass % of HFP. At the time of mixing, HFP concentration in a 30% nHA scaffold was 76.6% (day 0). The first seven days was when the most evaporation took place, the concentration reduced by 50% (dry basis). By day 42, concentration reduced by another 11%.
Based on this curve, a 28-day drying time was selected for the scaffolds produced. This allowed as much solvent extraction as possible before mechanical testing, while keeping the time expense required reasonable. 
(c) Comparison of the TGA mass % data and the constructed mass % curves (symbols) based on the approximated HFP loss over time, (d) HFP mass concentration within a 30% nHA scaffold as it dried for 42 days. HFP concentration was approximated via Eqn. 7 (original basis: TGA%) and Eqn. 8 (dry basis, with respect to non-solvent components on day 0).
The SEM evaluated the strand width (D) and strand spacing (EtE) for the scaffolds using the top-down perspective, while the cross-sectional view was used to determine the strand height (H) in order to estimate the average diameter and porosity of the scaffold. Figure 4a and 4b show the top-down and cross-sectional SEM views of the scaffolds for run 6 and run 3, respectively.
The estimated porosities of all scaffolds appeared to be over 50% (Table 5) . At the lowest spacing and highest diameter for the 24 runs, the porosities were approximately 56-58% void space. The CT image of a 3D scaffold containing 30% nHA is shown in Fig. 5a . Figure 5b depicts the cross-sectional 2D view of the same scaffold, where the color scale bar represents the density in g-HA/cm 3 . Overall, these two images indicate that nHA particles were evenly distributed throughout the scaffold. The total volume % of the solid matrix was 54% according to the CT analysis, which translates to a porosity of 46% (void space). Figure 5c gives the 2D view of a scaffold with 0% nHA, for which the estimated CT porosity was 58%. Finally, Fig. 5d and 5e demonstrate that over 50% of the density distribution for the 30% nHA scaffold lies between 0.302-0.422 g-HA/cm 3 , whereas for the 0% nHA scaffold the corresponding density range is 0.109-0.123 g-HA/cm 3 (in the absence of nHA particles). These values approximate the density of the 3DBP strands for these two scaffold compositions. It should be noted that the porosities estimated for these scaffold topologies using Eqn. 2 were 52% and 66%, respectively. These estimates were based on their topological dimensions (for 30% nHA: D540 m, EtE570 m, H380 m, and for 0% nHA: D400 m, EtE610 m, H330 m). Therefore, the porosity calculated using Eqn. 2 overestimated the actual (CT) porosities by 15%. This is partly due to a layer thickness (L) smaller than 300 m for the bottom layers of the scaffolds (see Fig. 4b ). Table 5 and Fig. 7 .
Figure 6. (a) Stress-strain behavior of DE scaffolds 9, 10, and 11. Material behavior is reasonably linear at low compressive strains (~10% region). (b) The two highest and lowest compressive modulus values found among the 24 run trial.
Optimal scaffold design often aims to maximize either the porosity or the compressive modulus, subject to certain constraints. Based on the porosity-factor scatter plot (Fig. 7, bottom 3 plots), the average strand diameter and strand spacing appear to have visible effects on porosity.
Plotting the compressive modulus versus the factor values (Fig. 7, top 3 plots) shows that %nHA appears to have the largest consistent effect on modulus, whereas diameter seems to have a smaller positive impact. The best scaffold designs for porosity, high spacing and low diameter, were able to reach over 75%. Based on this, even if the optimal scaffold design for compressive modulus were to fall in the denser area of the design region, the topology would still satisfy the minimum porosity of 50%.
Figure 7. Scatter plots of the factor-response relationships: compressive modulus plots (top), porosity plots (bottom) 3.3 DE Optimization
The fitted split-plot regression models, based on the experimental data in Fig. 7 , can be viewed as second-order approximations of the relationship between the responses and the factors. They are given as follows: Levels of the factors that predict a maximum modulus with a porosity constrained above 50% are demonstrated in Fig. 8 . Based on the DE model and within the design region, our estimate of the optimal scaffold design is 30% nHA, 460 µm strand diameter, and 923 µm strand spacing.
For nHA composition, selecting the highest level is ideal, as it has the largest effect on compressive modulus of all factors with no detrimental effect on porosity. Selecting strand spacing is the inverse scenario: choosing a high spacing has a positive effect on porosity without any detrimental effect on compressive modulus. (Note that there could be a detrimental effect, but our experimental data suggested this effect would be negligible.) Strand diameter is the only factor that affects both responses, according to our empirical model. It is possible to choose the maximum diameter for its positive effect on compressive modulus since the porosity response is still within acceptable bounds. The experimental models predict that, for this optimized design, the resultant scaffold would have a compressive modulus of 9.66 MPa, and a porosity of 70.7%. This porosity is highly desirable, but the modulus is slightly less than the 10 MPa targeted for bone regeneration. Note that for a strand spacing of 600 µm, recommended by COMSOL, a DE porosity of 65% would be predicted (Fig. 8, bottom row) . As there are physical reasons to believe that less spacing will increase modulus, this design strategy will favor a higher modulus while keeping the porosity at a desirable level.
Figure 8. Optimization profile for the system. Solid lines indicate the effects of each factor on a given response; dotted lines indicate the values selected for each factor and the total result on the responses.
The quality of fit was observed by comparing the experimental responses to the predicted responses (Fig. 9) . If the correlation between the actual and predicted values is high, it means that model is accounting for a large degree of the variation in the data. The compressive modulus model and experimental results show general agreement (R 2 =0.87), but the porosity model shows even more (R 2 =0.96). Note that these measures would be even higher if all linear, interaction, and quadratic terms were included in the models. However, only the largest effects were retained in order to increase the predictive quality of the models for new scaffolds. 
COMSOL Optimization
Optimizations were run at three levels of compressive modulus (E) corresponding to the three %nHA levels. All three optimizations iterated through the same topologies, and finished at a topology of 460 µm strand diameter and 601 µm strand spacing ( Table 6 ). As the architectural factors were identical, the three simulations agreed upon a resultant porosity of 54.3%. The predicted compressive moduli, however, varied according to the assumed ceramic composition, improving as %nHA did. At the highest nHA level, the predicted compressive modulus was 5.67
MPa. Figure 10 shows the surface plot of the stress experienced at the top surface of the scaffold model. As the color bar indicates, the peaks of stress are in alignment with the strands of the previous layer. 
Validation Results
Seven 30% nHA scaffolds were plotted in order to validate the predictions of DE and COMSOL models ( Table 7) . Figure 11a and 11b compare the two models with respect to their modulus predictions and porosity estimations, while Figure 11c and 11d depict their absolute percentage errors, respectively. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was calculated for the DE predictions and COMSOL simulations. With regards to porosity estimation for the seven validation scaffolds, the DE model had a MAPE of about 4%. COMSOL, on the other hand, had a MAPE of 13% and consistently underestimated the scaffold porosity. This may be due to how the simulation utilizes a constant layer overlap parameter (L/H=0.7). However, this ratio tends to vary, particularly in bottom layers close to the plotting platform. Another factor that could contribute to underestimated porosity was that each strand in COMSOL was defined as a cylinder of circular cross-section (average D) to accommodate the iterative optimization process. It should be noted that, as CT results indicated, Eqn. 2 tends to overestimate the experimental (SEM) porosity by ∼15%. Therefore, the COMSOL porosities could still offer good estimates for the actual porosities of these scaffolds (L/H=0.7). Nevertheless, when experimental L/H (0.56 -1.0 from SEM) were used in the simulations, COMSOL substantially underestimated the measured porosities for L/H < 0.7 (Table 7) . This is because at a high layer overlap, the shape of strands tends to deviate even further from a circular cross-section. 
Figure 11. (a & b) Comparison between the COMSOL and DE porosities and moduli for the validation scaffolds, (c & d) comparison of their absolute error (%) for porosity estimations and modulus predictions, respectively. These COMSOL simulations were for a constant layer overlap (L/H = 0.7).
The DE model fared worse in predicting the moduli for the seven validation scaffolds.
However, the moduli predicted by the DE model agreed well with the experimental values when the strand diameter (D) was the dominant factor affecting the scaffold modulus (at very low or very high D values: sample 3, 4, and 6). The experimental modulus values were within 16% of the DE prediction values in these three cases, whereas the mean absolute prediction error for all seven validation scaffolds was 52%. This is not surprising as L/H ratio was not accounted for in the DE model, while EtE spacing had no effect on the DE model response (see Fig. 8 and Table   3 ). In practice, it is a tremendous challenge to use L/H as an independent DE factor, as it is highly affected by the rheological properties of the formula, plotting speed, plotting pressure, and the dispensing needle diameter. COMSOL was better at predicting the modulus than the designed experiment. Overall, COMSOL better predicted the modulus when the scaffold had an intermediate experimental porosity range (65 -71%, sample 1, 2, 5 and 7). The experimental modulus values were within 11% of the COMSOL prediction values in these four cases (for L/D=0.7), whereas the mean absolute prediction error for all seven samples was 21%.
COMSOL simulations using variable L/H (from SEM) highly under-predicted the modulus of sample 3 and 4 (> 30% absolute error). The lack of overlap between the successive layers (L/H=1) led to a significant drop in the predicted COMSOL modulus. It should be noted that sample 3 and 4 had higher compressive moduli than scaffolds in the low end of the porosity range (e.g., sample 1 and 2). As noted previously, solvent is still present within the scaffolds even after 28 days of drying. It may be possible that due to the increased EtE spacing (> 900 m) and low strand diameter (D < 350 m), sample 3 and 4 had improved solvent evaporation rates, which would contribute to the overall mechanical performance of the scaffold. In case of sample 6, the porosity and L/H values were the lowest of all the validation scaffolds, so it had the highest compressive modulus (in agreement with the DE model). An L/H value close to 0.5 represents a very dense scaffold with highly overlapping layers. Thus, sample 6 showed an experimental modulus similar to a solid block for this formula. This scaffold was much denser at its bottom layers, which cannot be realistically replicated in a COMSOL model. The SEM L/H values used in the simulations were only reflective of the middle-to-top layers of the actual scaffolds.
Methodology Comparison
The two models suggested using the highest values for strand diameter and nHA content. However, the experimental model found the effect of strand spacing on modulus to be insignificant, while the simulation predicted an improvement to modulus by reducing the spacing and increasing the number of strands per layer as a result. That said, the spacing only has an effect on porosity in the experimental model, so it would be feasible to use the topology suggested by COMSOL because the reduction in porosity would still fall within the acceptable bounds according to the experimental model.
Discussion
Composites made of collagen and hydroxyapatite (HA) are attractive biocompatible materials as they possess the organic and mineral constituents of bone [46] [47] [48] . Scaffolds made of collagen and HA with/without synthetic polymers have been widely produced by electrospinning (ES) [49] [50] [51] [52] and conventional scaffold fabrication techniques [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . The flexibility of generating broad pore size ranges and mechanical properties by additive manufacturing (AM) makes it a superior alternative to ES and conventional techniques [58] [59] [60] [61] . Hence, this work investigated the mechanical properties of PLGA-nHA-collagen composite scaffolds produced by 3D bioplotting (3DBP) using HFP as a solvent. The amount of solvent retention was quantified over scaffold drying time (0-42 days) based on mass balance principles and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
The methodology presented herein required a small sample size and could assist researchers in analyzing solvent retention in tissue-engineering scaffolds and other biomaterials.
A fundamental requirement for tissue-engineered bone grafts is the ability to integrate with the host tissues while providing the capacity for remodeling and load-bearing [62, 63] . The rapid restoration of biomechanical function is crucial in functional TE, emphasizing the need for optimal scaffold designs [64] [65] [66] . In recent years, finite element (FE) modeling has been extensively used to design 3D scaffolds by a variety of AM techniques [8, 32, 33, 37, 38, 63, 67] . Designed experiment (DE) have also been used for scaffold design, by accounting for a multitude of factors affecting the physical performance and biological outcomes of 3D scaffolds [21, [68] [69] [70] .
The aim of this study was to compare the FE and DE methods for the design of bone TE scaffolds. Computational over-prediction of scaffold performance has been partly attributed to the presence of a micro-topology on the surface of scaffolds that has not been accounted for in simulation models, and it has been suggested that the architecture of the scaffold affects the degree of the impact [36, 38] . The COMSOL model presented here under-predicted compressive modulus of the scaffolds in 5 validation cases (out of 7). In comparison to other AM methods, such as sintering, scaffolds produced by 3D bioplotting have distinctly smooth surfaces [6] . Thus, it is possible that the lack of a micro-topology reduced the risk of over-prediction by the COMSOL model.
The prediction capability of FE models also depends on the range of applied compressive strains. For an idealized simple cubic strand layout (L/H = 1, no overlap between layers), it has been reported that FE simulations tend to under-predict the absolute values of compressive stress at low strains (<30%) due to inter-layer overlap that contributes to higher experimental stresses.
On the other hand, FE simulations tend to over-predict stress at high strains due to buckling effects [71] . Hence, the symmetry constraint used in the simulation of scaffold compression is more likely to be violated under actual test conditions [71] . In our study, COMSOL simulations considerably under-predicted the modulus of two validation samples (#3 and #4, L/H = 1). In an extreme case (our #6 validation sample), the significant increase in the solid fraction of the actual scaffold at bottom layers, compared to the simulated one, contributed to the pronounced discrepancy between the experimental and predicted moduli. The SEM L/H values used in the simulations were only reflective of the middle-to-top layers of the actual scaffolds.
In this study, both the experimental (DE) and computational (FE) model suggested the maximum %nHA value (30%) in order to improve compressive modulus of the scaffolds.
Researchers often incorporate the harder HA phase into a polymer matrix to improve its mechanical properties [72] [73] [74] . However, in some cases the addition of HA may not increase the properties over that of the monolithic polymer [73] . For example, it has been reported that nHA concentrations above 20 wt% can decrease the compressive modulus of PLGA-nHA composites [28] . As such, while the lack of a maximum peak within our design region may suggest examining a larger %nHA, it may not produce an improvement in compressive modulus. In general, differences in experimental methods used for adding nHA particles to polymers (such as particle size, agglomeration of particles, and polymer/filler interfaces) may affect the final properties of the composite. Dispersion of ceramic particles into a polymer solution followed by consolidation (solvent casting) has been considered as a means of improving the polymer/filler interfaces [75, 76] . This may explain the increase in compressive modulus of our scaffolds at 30% nHA. In situ precipitation has also shown to improve the mechanical properties of polymer composites at high nHA contents [77] , when compared to similar composite systems [78] [79] [80] . It should be noted that there is not a consensus on the optimal range of scaffold modulus for bone tissue engineering, as the reported values highly vary depending on the scaffold material and architecture used for in vitro and in vivo studies [2, 81, 82] .
Both FE and DE models also suggested maximizing the strand diameter of scaffolds, and agreed that the factor has a positive effect on compressive modulus and a negative effect on porosity. This behavior is consistent with the study performed by , who also found that increasing strand diameter of their model, while holding all other aspects of the topology constant, caused an increase in stiffness and reduced porosity [7] . However, FE and DE models conflicted on the optimal strand spacing value. The experimental model nearly maximized spacing because it found no statistically relevant effect on the compressive modulus, but COMSOL minimized spacing in order to improve the modulus. As the COMSOL sensitivity analysis indicated (Table 3) , an increase in strand spacing has a smaller effect on the scaffold modulus (< 1.5 MPa net change] for a compliant scaffold material (E < 12 MPa for our 3 formulae], when compared to the net change in scaffold modulus (> 25 MPa) for a stiffer solid matrix (E > 100 MPa). In light of this, the DE model should be able to readily capture the effect of strand spacing for scaffolds made of stiffer materials.
The negative impact of porosity on compressive modulus is well established [7, 20, 83] . Any factor that affects porosity, such as strand spacing, should affect the modulus as well. examined the effect of strand spacing on their simulation model and found that (even when porosity was held constant) larger strand spacing values reduced scaffold stiffness [7] . The cause of this disagreement between our two models may be further indicated by Fig. 12, which outlines the compressive modulus predicted by COMSOL as it iterated across the design region.
At iteration 10, COMSOL increased porosity by increasing strand spacing and decreasing diameter. This resulted in a decrease in compressive modulus; however, the degree of impact was dependent on the material assumed. The 30% material (with the largest compressive modulus) suffered the largest loss in compressive modulus, whereas the 0% nHA simulation was less affected. It has been recommended that bone tissue scaffolds have a minimum pore size of 300 µm [20, 66, 84] . Although, it has been suggested by Fisher et al. (2002) that pore sizes up to 800 µm perform similarly to 300 µm pores in vivo [85] . This supports the use of the strand spacing suggested by COMSOL, but not the spacing recommended by the experimental model. In addition, the use of such a large spacing may cause a significant lack of surface area available for cellular attachment. Thus, it may be more beneficial to consider a smaller strand spacing than the experimental model suggests. Such a decision still produces scaffolds with acceptable porosities, because the experimental model indicated that all the strand spacing values within the design region resulted in porosities greater than 50%. The impact of large pore sizes on the accuracy of FE simulations should be further investigated in future studies. Size effects matter, particularly when the microstructural length scale of the porous material approaches the macroscale dimensions of the sample [86] .
Conclusions
A 3D bioplotter was used to produce 24 bone tissue scaffolds according to a split-plot designed experiment (DE). These scaffolds were made of PLGA, nHA and type I collagen using HFP as a solvent. Mathematical models were generated relating nHA content and strand diameter to compressive modulus, and strand diameter and spacing to porosity. An optimized scaffold design generated from the experimental data was compared to an optimal design given by the COMSOL optimization module. Seven validation scaffolds were produced to cover COMSOL and DE optimal design ranges. These scaffolds had measured moduli between 4.5-9.9 MPa, depending on strand diameter, spacing and layer overlap.
The main hypothesis of this study was that both the experimental (DE) and COMSOL (FE) models should suggest similar optimal topologies (±20% design factor value agreement). Within the design region, the DE and COMSOL models agreed in their recommended optimal nHA (30%) and strand diameter (460 µm). However, the two methods disagreed by more than 20% in strand spacing (923 µm for DE; 601 µm for COMSOL), for reasons discussed previously in this paper.
The predicted results for the seven validation scaffolds showed relative agreement for scaffold porosity (mean absolute percentage error of 4% for DE and 13% for COMSOL), but the predictions were substantially poorer for scaffold modulus (52% for DE; 21% for COMSOL).
Topology optimization has a great potential in improving the efficiency of scaffold design, even in cases where the property values are over/under-predicted. Expanding the design region in future experiments (e.g., higher nHA content and strand diameter), developing a more efficient solvent evaporation method, and exerting a greater control over layer overlap could allow developing PLGA-nHA-collagen scaffolds to meet the mechanical requirements for bone TE.
